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Numerical Weather Prediction: a Vision of the Future, Updated Still FurtherMichael E. McIntyreCentre for Atmospheric Science at theDepartment of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics,ySilver Street, Cambridge CB3 9EW, UK.M.E.McIntyre@damtp.cam.ac.uk; http://www.atmos-dynamics.damtp.cam.ac.uk/1. IntroductionIt is a great pleasure to be reminded of the BergenSymposium, which I enjoyed so much, and to takethe opportunity to update my own small, somewhatpersonal contribution (McIntyre 1994) culminatingin a vision of the future of numerical weather pre-diction. One reason to update it and to reemphasizethe points made at Bergen is that the most impor-tant, and perhaps the most controversial, of thosepoints still seem to me likely to hold good at the fu-ture time envisaged | despite my being forced bytoday's politics to go a bit further into the future.More of that later; but let me just say for now thatI shall go one decade further, twenty years into theMillennium.The controversial points in question are thepoints about ergonomics. That is, they are thepoints about the potential for humans to interactusefully and e�ciently with computer based sys-tems, to whatever extent the latter become arti-�cially intelligent in one sense or another | thepotential for optimizing the person{machine syner-gies on which operational weather prediction andthe responsible use of same will continue to de-pend (e.g., Tennekes 1988). It still seems to me,after sampling the most recent literature, that whileseeking to exploit developments in arti�cial intelli-gence as fully as possible we should also be skepti-cal of the claims that tend to be made about suchdevelopments, most especially the claim that arti-�cial intelligence will become, over the next sev-eral decades, absolutely superior to human intelli-gence (e.g., Warwick 1997). That claim seems tobe based on a textbook model of the human brain(neuron{synapse networks as simple logic circuits)that is outdated today, and many orders of mag-nitude too simple, leading to gross underestimatesof what would be involved in simulating or match-ing, let alone surpassing, human brain function inevery respect. Indeed, hard evidence is now accu-0yThe Centre for Atmospheric Science is a joint initia-tive of the Department of Chemistry and the Departmentof Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics. Gen-eral enquiries, telephone (+44-1223-)336345 or web sitehttp://www.atm.ch.cam.ac.uk/

mulating to con�rm what the principles of molec-ular biology have long suggested, including whatJacques Monod (1971) called `microscopic cyber-netics', the arbitrary computational powers of pro-tein molecules. Microscopic, more aptly nanomet-ric, cybernetics suggests | and the new evidenceis beginning to say it more directly | that text-book neurons and synapses represent only the tipof a hypermassively parallel computational icebergof which we are very far indeed from possessing anadequate conceptual, let alone detailed computa-tional, model.1Of course electronic computers are much betterthan we are at certain things; and what is goingto be done with various kinds of computers in thenext few decades | electronic, photonic, and nodoubt biomolecular | will surely be marvellous initself. It would equally be a mistake to underesti-mate that. Indeed, my vision of the future assumesthat computers and humans will together be doingsome very marvellous things indeed.So let me proceed as before. I believe that thepoints to be discussed are very fundamental, and Imake no apology for repeating them. As I said atBergen, they are fundamental from two quite dif-ferent viewpoints. They are fundamental not onlyfrom a uid dynamical viewpoint | and I shallmention some recent advances in understanding, forinstance, Lighthill radiation, Hamiltonian balancedmodels, and potential vorticity inversion| but fun-damental, also, from the viewpoint of how humanperception works, and human cognition, especiallyas regards the visual{cognitive system. Notwith-standing what I just said about neurons, synapses,and protein molecules, we have considerable knowl-edge of at least the typical general properties ofperception and cognition. That knowledge, whichagain points toward hypermassive parallelism andhas far reaching human as well as technical im-portance, comes from general biological reasoningand from analogies with simpler biological systemswhose molecular scale functioning is relatively well1Keys to the burgeoning literature may be found at ourURLs http://www.atmos-dynamics.damtp.cam.ac.uk/ andftp://ftp.damtp.cam.ac.uk/pub/papers/mem/lucidity.ps1



understood. It also comes from the wealth of per-ceptual phenomena, many of them counterintuitiveyet easily observable but all pointing toward thesame simple principles, and many of which havebeen studied in detail by psychologists, neurolo-gists, and scientists working in related �elds.2For present purposes the implication of all this isstill, it seems to me, an extraordinary potential fore�ective, e�cient person{machine interaction in fu-ture weather prediction operations, and, one mightadd, in public liaison as well, including a signi�-cant contribution from human perceptual{cognitiveskills that machines will not be able to match. Itwould be rash to predict exactly how the person{machine division and interface | the division of la-bor and responsibility | will be organized. But itis strongly arguable that, for the foreseeable future,there always will be some such division and thatit will come much closer to optimal as the state ofthe art matures, a nontrivial process that is barelybeginning. Any such progress will require not onlythat we continue to bring powerful computing anddata handling technologies fully to bear on thoseprocesses that can be automated | including en-semble forecasting and four dimensional variationaldata assimilation, both of which now seem to becoming of age in an exciting way (see, e.g., within aburgeoning literature, Molteni et al. 1996, Palmer1996, Th�epaut et al. 1996) | but also that we con-tinue to move toward exploiting fully, in particu-lar, the potentialities of the human visual system,that most powerful of data interfaces between com-puters and humans. For clear biological reasons,connected with the survival of species, the humanvisual system has, for instance, a `four dimensionalintelligence' that even in terms of raw computingpower still dwarfs, by many orders of magnitude,the power of today's largest electronic supercom-puters.And there must surely be great scope for exploit-ing what is perhaps the most remarkable humancognitive skill of all, forms of which we deploy everyday with hardly a moment's thought. This is theability, after appropriate learning, to interrelate in-tuitively, to simultaneously take account of, and toact swiftly on, very disparate kinds of information,if the information can be presented in an appropri-ate form and in a su�ciently familiar context. Thesuccessful development of this kind of cognitive skillis sometimes called `getting a feel for the problem'.We all have some `feel' for what happens, and why,if someone or something upsets a bucket of wateron a table, despite the formidable complexity of thesequence of events when viewed in detail. We canmake quick judgments of the consequences and their2Keys to the literature, and some demonstrations of per-ceptual phenomena, may be found on the same web and ftpsites (footnote 1).

dependence on the con�guration of neighboring ob-jects, sometimes even quick enough to help withdamage limitation. More specialized such skills, likeying aircraft safely, or playing tennis, with atten-tion to a variety of sensory inputs, depend on otherkinds of familiarity. These require more specializedlearning on top of the range of childhood experi-ences. The potential for developing analogous skillson the human side of weather prediction is some-thing that we surely tend to underestimate, if onlybecause that potential, and the degree of skill at-tainable, and how to attain it, have hardly begunto be explored. This will need pioneering by tal-ented individuals. Given the right background con-ditions | compare J. S. Bach's establishment of theequal tempered musical keyboard | there could yetbe a Paganini, a Rachmaninov or a Charlie Parkerof operational weather prediction or, if you preferto switch metaphors, a Chuck Yeager or a MartinaNavratilova.2. Research backgroundSeveral existing lines of research in the atmosphericsciences, some of them with a long history, have al-ready given us some slight hint of the potential forperson{machine e�ciency. Much of this researchhas been oriented to synoptic and mesoscale tropo-spheric phenomena (e.g., within today's vast liter-ature, Hibbard et al. 1989, Reed et al. 1992, 1994,Demirtas and Thorpe 1997, and many papers to theBergen Symposium), and some of the underlyingideas go back all the way to the air mass conceptsdeveloped at Bergen and to the dynamical prop-erties of potential vorticity discovered by Rossby(1936, 1940) and Ertel (1942). There has also beenrelevant research in, and crossfertilization from, ad-jacent �elds. One such �eld is stratospheric meteo-rology and chemistry, where the research leading toour present understanding was stimulated �rst bythe greater observational accessibility and dynami-cal simplicity of the stratosphere and second, morerecently, by scienti�c and public concern about theozone layer and its continuing depletion.My own professional interest comes largely fromtrying to understand the uid dynamics of thestratosphere, and dates back to attempts, in theearly 1980s, to imagine what isentropic distri-butions of Rossby{Ertel potential vorticity (PV)might look like in the wintertime middle strato-sphere and how they might help one to understandthe preconditioning of the northern stratosphere formidwinter sudden warmings. This was followed bythe intense excitement of being involved in seeing,and helping to make sense of, some of the earli-est observational estimates of middle stratosphericPV distributions from satellite data. The resultsbecame an important landmark because the esti-mated PV distributions turned out to be of better2



quality than conventional wisdom said was possiblewith the satellite data. Although we were seeingonly a \blurred view of reality" through \knobblyglass" (McIntyre and Palmer 1984), it was still agood enough view, when combined with theoreticalinsight | including insight from the set of idealizedmodels labeled `Rossby wave critical layer theory',and insight into what is now called `PV invertibility'and its scale dependence | to catalyze importantadvances in our understanding of the real strato-sphere both from a dynamical and, as it turned out,also from a chemical viewpoint.Today, thanks to a wealth of new data on thestratosphere, the metaphorical glass has already be-come far less knobbly, as suggested by Figure 1abelow. There is a wealth of new data, and clevernew data analytic methods that exploit the kine-matics of advection, vividly suggesting the potentialfor `four dimensional intelligence' in data analysisand quality control. The research continues apaceand I cannot do it justice here: a random and in-adequate sample of the most closely relevant pa-pers might include those by Schoeberl et al. (1992),Randel et al. (1993), Waters et al. (1993), Waugh(1993), Chen et al. (1994), Manney et al. (1994),Strahan et al. (1994), Sutton et al. (1994), Fisherand Lary (1995), Lahoz et al. (1996), Nakamura(1996), O'Sullivan et al. (1996), Lee et al. (1997),and Schoeberl et al. (1997), among many others.Not only cleverness with computing and data anal-ysis, but also cleverness with remote sensing tech-niques and other observational techniques has beencrucially important here.I should mention also that, aside from the concep-tual background of wave{mean interaction theory(going back to Lord Rayleigh), of which the Rossbywave critical layer theory is just a particular case,some of the dynamical ideas that adumbrated therelatively clear view we have today were discussedin a typically perceptive early contribution by HuwDavies (1981), on the nature of stratospheric warm-ings. More of the history is surveyed in my (1982)review and in a more recent review (1993a) writ-ten for an audience from the theoretical mechanicscommunity, emphasizing how wave{mean and PV-related concepts have displaced what the admirableDoctor de Bono would call the `intermediate im-possible' or `crazy ideas' stage of trying to under-stand atmospheric circulations, invoking things like`negative viscosity' | now clearly understandablein terms of less crazy ideas, like Rossby wave prop-agation.This stratospheric research, exciting though ithas been for me personally, and continues to be,is only one of several lines of research that havereminded us of a key point about untapped poten-tial in operational weather prediction. The point,which now seems to be widely appreciated | and

indeed is coming close now to new forms of op-erational exploitation (A. Hollingsworth, personalcommunication 1997) | is that it makes good sensescienti�cally and data analytically to consider, ei-ther implicitly or explicitly, PV and chemical trac-ers together. Whether or not you �nd it insightfulto think of the dynamics in terms of PV, the bot-tom line is that there is much more information inchemical and dynamical �elds taken together thanin either taken separately.This point has cropped up again and again in at-mospheric research, and has been another point ofcrossfertilization between our understanding of thetroposphere and the stratosphere, including condi-tions near the tropopause. It emerges from manystudies using data from remote sensors like the 6-micron water vapor imagers, and the famous To-tal Ozone Mapping Spectrometer, and goes backto much earlier work by pioneers like Starr andNeiburger (1940), Reed and Danielsen (1959), andDanielsen (1968), natural developments, in turn, ofthe Bergen air mass concepts and the advocacy ofisentropic analysis by Napier Shaw (1930). Fig-ures 1a{c, taken with kind permission from Appen-zeller et al. (1996), beautifully illustrate the pointwith a three way snapshot of typical midlatitude,near tropopause phenomena. Figure 1a shows ahypothetical chemically inert tracer advected onthe 320K isentropic surface over a 4-day period.The pattern was computed from analyzed winds bymeans of an accurate, sophisticated `contour advec-tion' technique, representing a signi�cant `technol-ogy transfer to the real world' from so called `aca-demic' theoretical uid dynamical work (Dritschel1989). This particular idea for technology transferwas a beautiful idea independently thought of andimplemented by Norton (1994) on the one hand,and by Waugh and Plumb (1994) on the other. InFigure 1a (see caption for details), colors representnominally stratospheric or ex-stratospheric air, andwhite tropospheric. Figures 1b,c show respectivelya corresponding water vapor image and isentropicmap of PV. The resemblance between the three isobvious at a glance, and tells us, I believe, some-thing signi�cant. The three maps show three quitedi�erent variables | yet human cognition, evenwithout the help of animation, or forward radia-tion models, can instantly discern that the threepictures are all showing aspects of the same struc-ture. Furthermore, we know that the resemblance issigni�cant dynamically as well as morphologically,for the reasons to be recalled in sections 4{6.In a recent e�ort to get an idea of the poten-tial suggested by such cases, Demirtas and Thorpe(1997) have shown that other cases can be foundthat, by contrast, lack the kind of resemblance thatis so conspicuous in Figures 1a{c, and that this canbe symptomatic of highly signi�cant analysis errors.3



In the cases they present, a surprisingly crude andsimple correction procedure turns out to be enoughto improve some forecasts decisively. It was sim-ply, in e�ect, to move PV contours | by impli-cation, reshaping the ridge{trough structure of thetropopause | to give better qualitative agreementwith a water vapor image as judged subjectively.Then PV inversion was used to generate the corre-sponding `bogus data'. The subjective judgmentsinvolved were nontrivial. It seems plain that ozonecan be used in a similar way; and there have evenbeen �rst attempts, involving chemical modeling, atusing information not only from relatively inert butalso from relatively reactive chemicals, which aresensitive to solar zenith angle (Austin 1992, Fisherand Lary 1995). Much of this will no doubt be auto-mated and made much more objective, reliable, andaccurate, as soon as the state of the art of 4D vari-ational assimilation becomes su�ciently developed.But my bet is that human vision will remain po-tentially very important for grasping how well anysuch assimilation is performing, for `getting a feelfor the problem' and hence insight into what to door say if | or rather when | things go wrong,when the moisture �eld and all the other dynami-cal and chemical �elds fail to �t together neatly inspacetime.3. Cyclogenesis and Rossby wave propagationThere have been still other remarkable crossfertil-izations between stratospheric and tropospheric re-search, yet again highlighting the dynamical rele-vance of isentropic distributions of PV and hencethe dynamical information implicit in chemicaltracer �elds. To a dynamicist, of course, the strato-sphere and troposphere are inseparable parts ofthe same system; and the extratropical tropopause,with its strong isentropic gradients of PV, is hardlya passive `ceiling' but much more an erodable,highly deformable, dynamically active `Rossby-elastic wall' (McIntyre and Palmer 1984, Holton etal. 1995), dynamically more like the edge of thestratospheric polar vortex. Its sideways `Rossby-wave elasticity' obviously has an e�ect on down-stream development, for instance, as well as on lo-cal development, once again bringing in the notionsof advection and wave propagation simultaneously.Indeed, to a dynamicist the phrase `tropospheric'weather system sounds self contradictory. High PVstratospheric air is well known to be crucial to mid-latitude cyclogenesis, as many papers in the BergenSymposium reminded us. Nevertheless, it is mainlythe lower stratosphere that has direct importancefor cyclogenesis, the middle stratosphere being rel-atively remote from so called tropospheric weatherand having stronger conceptual than direct rele-vance. Here, again speaking from my own expe-rience, I am thinking especially of a line of research

from which another | this time really surprising| insight emerged about tropospheric cyclogenesis(Edmon et al. 1980; see also Dunkerton et al. 1981,Hoskins et al. 1985, Held and Hoskins 1985, Thorn-croft et al. 1993, Magnusdottir and Haynes 1996).The surprise was that, contrary to what the text-books still say, the major part of the growth of eddykinetic energy seen in the typical Simmons{Hoskinsbaroclinic wave life cycle is due to upward Rossbywave propagation and Doppler shifting, not to baro-clinic instability.The upward Rossby wave propagation is dynam-ically indistinguishable from the Charney{Drazintype of propagation traditionally thought of as rel-evant, on a larger scale, to the wintertime middlestratosphere. Less than half of the growth of eddykinetic energy in the life cycle could be attributed tobaroclinic instability. The initial baroclinic instabil-ity saturates early in the cycle (e.g., Thorncroft etal. 1993, Figure 4); and the subsequent peaking ofthe eddy kinetic energy is associated with a moreor less distinct second saturation event involvingan extreme, irreversible deformation of the Rossby-elastic tropopause, and dynamically much the sameas the breaking of planetary-scale Rossby waves inthe wintertime middle stratosphere (McIntyre andPalmer 1983{85) and indeed signi�cantly like theidealized form of breaking described by the Rossbywave critical layer theory. When the importance ofupward Rossby wave propagation in the barocliniclife cycle was �rst discovered by Edmon et al., thesurprise was total. I don't think anyone had theslightest inkling that stratospheric planetary-scaleRossby wave propagation had anything to teach usabout such a highly nonlinear phenomenon as tro-pospheric cyclogenesis.4. Why PV?This question is still asked. I think it is prompted bythe mathematical truism that one dependent vari-able is as good as another if they carry the sameinformation. Let us, therefore, recall the uid dy-namical reasons why the PV calls for special atten-tion, or, more precisely, summarize why it is usefulto make a particular choice of dependent variables,to focus prognostic attention on near-surface distri-butions of potential temperature (PT) and interiorisentropic distributions of PV | which latter, onceupon a time, I rashly called `IPV distributions'.The presentation follows that in McIntyre (1993b)and builds on lecture material I have used for manyyears. (Why was `IPV distributions' rash? I have totake the blame here. I thought I had come up witha neat mnemonic acronym but failed to remembersomething else about human perception, the phe-nomenon of `stray adjective' or `disabled toilet syn-drome'. This is a potentially confusing manifesta-tion of our power of lateral thinking. The `I' for4



`isentropic' was meant to apply to `distributions',`maps', `gradients', `uxes' etc., and not to `PV'.)The important idea, going back at least as far asCharney (1948) and Kleinschmidt (1950{1), is torecognize that certain aspects of the PV{PT �eldscan be regarded as controlling, in a certain sense,the dynamical evolution. More precisely, there isan `invertibility principle' | so familiar to theo-reticians that it is hardly ever mentioned explicitly| saying that a certain subset of the informationin the PV{PT �eld can be used to diagnose every-thing about the other dynamical �elds, apart fromany inertia{gravity oscillations that may be presentincluding equatorial Kelvin waves. This diagnosticprocess is what we now call PV inversion. A pre-cise statement will be given in the next section. Theadvantages of this viewpoint include the following:(a) The evolution of the PV{PT �eld incorporatesthe e�ects of advection in the conceptually sim-plest way possible. This is a powerful advan-tage, since there is no escape from consideringthe advective nonlinearity somehow. As everymeteorologist knows, advection is fundamentalto practically all weather developments, what-ever else is going on.(b) The PV{PT viewpoint recognizes, makes ex-plicit, and keeps conceptually separate thoseaspects of the dynamics that are intrinsicallynonlocal. The nonlocal or action-at-a-distanceaspects are all incorporated into the idea of `PVinversion'.(c) The PV{PT viewpoint makes precise the ba-sis, extent, and limitations of the partial anal-ogy with two dimensional (2D) nondivergentbarotropic vortex dynamics.3 Barotropic dy-namics is included as a particular case char-acterized by a particular inversion operator, asimple inverse Laplacian.Thus the PV{PT viewpoint shows, for instance,why certain classical aerodynamical phenomenasuch as 2D shear instability, vorticity shedding, vor-tex rollup, merging, and vortex core isolation allseem to have baroclinic, `layerwise-2D' counterpartsin synoptic and mesoscale atmosphere{ocean dy-namics, even down to the vortex streets behindoceanic islands and, of more concern to weatherforecasters, the larger scale shedding of PV anoma-lies from, for instance, the European Alps. Ac-cording to the recent work of Aebischer and Sch�ar(1997), this last contributes signi�cantly to Alpinelee cyclogenesis. Again, vortex core isolation, as insmoke rings, is a central theme in today's strato-spheric research because of its importance to ozone3See also the supplement to HMR (Quart. J. Roy. Me-teorol. Soc. 113, 402), regarding `equivalent barotropic' dy-namics.

hole chemistry (references cited in section 2 above).Vortex core isolation is related to Rossby-wave elas-ticity | another phenomenon most easily under-stood from the PV{PT viewpoint | as well as tothe horizontal shear just outside the vortex edge(Juckes and McIntyre 1987). It is probably impor-tant also, I suspect, to tropical cyclone maintenance(McIntyre 1993b) because it can protect the moistupdraft from drier incursions, keeping the tropicalcyclone thermodynamically e�cient. Whether any-thing similar happens in extratropical explosive ma-rine cyclogenesis is an open question, but an inter-esting one.Point (a) is of central importance whether ornot the motion is frictionless and adiabatic. Ofcourse many signi�cant weather developments dodepend on fast upper air motions that are, to a�rst approximation, frictionless and adiabatic, sothat both PV and PT are materially conserved,i.e., simply advected. Then features in the PV{PT �elds often become sharp edged and frontlikebecause of the strong deformation rates in the largescale wind �eld, with their well known tendency tocreate steep gradients in the distributions of mate-rially conserved quantities, as in so called `chaoticadvection' | the advected quantities rapidly devel-oping spatial scales far smaller than those of theadvecting wind �elds, and doing so, in most cases,exponentially rapidly. Figure 1a well illustrates thisubiquitously important process, all the �ne scalesand steep gradients shown there having developedadvectively over just 4 days. The �gure also re-minds us of one of the forecaster's nightmares: ahigh PV air mass drawn out into a long sheet or �l-ament, and eluding operational analyses, can some-times, if large scale deformation rates slacken o�,undergo vortex rollup and turn into a compact cy-clone like, for instance, the cyclone over the BalkanPeninsula near the right hand edge of the �gure.Synopticians have long been familiar, of course,with the zoology of all the various advectively pro-duced structures, including jets, shear lines, trop-ical upper tropospheric troughs, and so on. ThePV{PT viewpoint when linked to the classical in-sights about advection and deformation, includingthose of the Bergen school about surface frontogen-esis, provide by far the simplest explanation of whysuch structures occur so commonly. In a nutshell,one has the steepening of low-altitude temperaturegradients and of high-altitude PV gradients.The PV{PT viewpoint enables one to regardadvection as a quasi-horizontal, quasi-2D process.This is another powerful conceptual simpli�ca-tion | and, incidentally, not at all dependent onthe familiar but crude approximations of quasi-geostrophic theory, a point that will be underlinedby Figure 2 below. Advection for this purposecan be considered quasi-2D despite its really be-5



ing 3D. It is quasi-horizontal and quasi-2D in thesense of referring to horizontally projected motionalong isentropic, that is to say constant PT, sur-faces, and to horizontally projected motion near theEarth's surface | meaning, in practice, just abovethe boundary layer (Hoskins et al. 1985, hereafterHMR) | with no need to refer explicitly to verticalmotion despite the latter's dynamical importance inmany cases.When material PV and PT conservation fails, ashappens for instance in moist convection, the evo-lution of the PV{PT �eld can still be describedas resulting from dynamically local e�ects only:advective, diabatic, frictional, and so on. More-over | and very surprisingly | the quasi-two-dimensionality persists, in a certain sense, evenwhen diabatic heating, for instance latent heating,is taking air parcels across isentropic surfaces. Tosee this, one need only adopt a viewpoint that isarguably a natural consequence of taking seriouslythe analogy between PV and chemicals (section 5,item 7).The resulting view of the dynamical evolution isfundamentally simpler than any view that refers di-rectly to the primitive equations. The primitiveequations intimately combine the local frictionaland diabatic e�ects with three dimensional advec-tion and dynamically nonlocal interactions. Thenonlocal interactions are mediated by the pressureand buoyancy �elds, constrained by the require-ments of mass conservation, hydrostatic balance,and other forms of balance (see section 6 below).So although the primitive equations are useful inshowing how Newton's second law of motion is sat-is�ed, they impede understanding by intertwiningall the di�erent aspects of the strati�ed, rotatinguid dynamics | 3D and quasi-2D, balanced andunbalanced, local and nonlocal, prognostic and di-agnostic.The importance of dynamically nonlocal interac-tions, incidentally, is one of the reasons why study-ing the local balance of terms in a single equation,while sometimes useful when seen as part of a widerpicture, can often give a totally misleading impres-sion of causal linkages and the workings of the dy-namics (e.g., Holton et al. 1995).5. PV and its invertibilityThe standard meteorological de�nition of PV fora three dimensional, baroclinic, hydrostatic atmo-sphere, P = (f + ẑ �r� �V) (�g @�=@p) (1)is essentially that proposed by Rossby in 1940 asa natural generalization of the single layer `shallowwater' PV he had proposed in 1936 (Rossby 1936,1940). In the expression on the right, f is the Cori-olis parameter, ẑ is a unit vertical vector, V is the

horizontal wind vector, � is the PT or any functionof PT alone, such as speci�c entropy, p is pressurealtitude, and g is the gravity acceleration. The sub-script � indicates di�erentiation along an isentropicsurface, so that although the quantity ẑ �r� � Vlooks like relative vorticity, it is quite di�erent, inprinciple, from the ordinary relative vorticity. It ismore appropriately called Rossby's `isentropic vor-ticity' to keep the distinction clear, as explained inHMR. As is well known, Ertel's (1942) more generalformula reduces to (1) in the hydrostatic case.A convenient SI unit for the PV is 10�6 m2 s�1Kkg�1; it could perhaps be called the microrossby,but since Ertel has an independent claim I shallsettle for calling it the PV unit or PVU, as wasdone in HMR. It is a convenient unit since, with theconvention of using the PT as the materially con-served thermodynamic variable, � in the formula(1), PV values P < 1 usually imply that we arelooking at tropospheric air, and P > 2 extratropi-cal stratospheric air. One of the exceptions to thisis the case of a mature tropical cyclone, where lowertropospheric PV values well over 10 PVU may beencountered, in dramatic contrast with typical sur-rounding values, of order 10�1 PVU. Extratropi-cal marine cyclogenesis is another exception, againwith substantial contrasts in lower tropospheric PVvalues (e.g., Reed et al. 1992, Davis et al. 1993).One way of stating the invertibility principle isthat proposed in HMR. It begins by assuming thatthe mass under each isentropic surface is speci�ed,or some equivalent information giving the static sta-bility of a suitable reference state, just as is done inthe theory of available potential energy. The prin-ciple asserts that, given this information, togetherwith the global distribution of the PV on each isen-tropic surface, and of the PT at the lower boundary,one can deduce, diagnostically, all the other dynam-ical �elds such as winds, temperatures, geopotentialheights, local static stabilities, and the adiabaticpart of the vertical motion, to the extent that, andto the accuracy with which, the motion can be re-garded as balanced (again see section 6 below).The diagnostic nature of PV inversion means, ofcourse, that the prognostic aspects of the problemhave been entirely con�ned to describing the advec-tive and nonadvective evolution of the PV and PT.This is part of the conceptual separation referred toin section 4. The following additional points can bemade:1. Just as in the simpler case the inverse Lapla-cian, in order to carry out an inversion we mustsolve the diagnostic problem globally, with properattention to boundary conditions. This is an in-escapable consequence of `nonlocalness'. The inver-sion problem is an elliptic problem partially analo-gous to membrane deformation problems or prob-lems in electrostatics (as discussed in HMR and6



in my more recent reviews), with the geopotentialqualitatively like the electrostatic potential and thewind vector approximately at right angles to theelectrostatic �eld.2. The principle, in the form just stated, helps toexplain why isentropic gradients of PV and surfacegradients of PT keep on turning up as key factorsin theoretical studies of barotropic and baroclinicinstabilities, large scale waves, vortices, so called`geostrophic' turbulence and other phenomena in-volving balanced motion. In the electrostatic anal-ogy, the interior PV and the surface PT are on thesame footing: they have comparable roles, and com-parable status as, so to speak, free electric chargessubject to advection.3. For practical purposes the phrases `at the sur-face' and `at the lower boundary', in connectionwith PT distributions and gradients, will usuallymean just above the planetary boundary layer, asalready mentioned.4. The principle works only for `dry inversion',e.g., when the PV and PT �elds refer to the dry andnot to the moist equivalent PT, say �e. The latter,and its associated moist PV, say Pe, are more use-ful for the purposes of parameterizing upright andslantwise moist convection, for instance by settingPe = 0 in the eye wall of a tropical cyclone (e.g.,Emanuel 1991) or in the updraft of an intense ex-tratropical marine cyclone. The Pe and �e �elds arenot useful for inversion, for mathematical reasons(lack of ellipticity).5. The invertibility principle, as stated here,carefully avoids any prior commitment as to thebest balance condition under which to carry out theinversion. Indeed a strong reason for elevating it tothe status of a `principle' is to focus attention onthe idea that the balance and invertibility conceptsneed not be tied to any particular set of approxima-tions, �ltered equations, or explicit formulae, and toleave open the possibility that more accurate waysof quantifying balance and invertibility may yet befound | an outlook already being vindicated, asit turns out, at least for shallow water models asillustrated in Figure 2 below.6. The statement that vertical motion can bededuced is related of course to the omega equa-tion principle. A simple illustration, the `vacuumcleaner e�ect', was given in HMR (see also the Ap-pendix of HMR); it shows how upper air PV advec-tion can induce large scale, adiabatic upward mo-tion just ahead of it, in practice often triggeringmoist convection in the manner familiar to synop-ticians and forecasters studying what is called Pet-tersen type B cyclogenesis.7. PV distributions and their possible evolution,and the associated transports and budgets of PV| more precisely, of the transportable `charge' orsigned quasi-chemical `substance', PVS say, whose

mixing ratio or amount per unit mass is the PV| are constrained by two exact, general theoremsthat hold even in the presence of diabatic heatingand frictional or external forces. They are simple,almost trivial, to prove by standard vector calculus(e.g., Haynes and McIntyre 1990), but have non-trivial signi�cance. Specifying a PV distributionthat violated the implied constraints would presum-ably lead to failure of any attempt at inversion; seealso the caveat in HMR section 3, equations (17b)�.The �rst theorem says that PVS, considered as anadditive, conservable, transportable quasi-charge orquasi-substance, is indestructible, like real electriccharge | one can have pair production and mutualannihilation, but no net charge creation | exceptwhere isentropic surfaces intersect a boundary suchas the earth's surface. The second theorem saysthat PV distributions behave as if isentropic sur-faces were impermeable to the `charged particles' ofPVS, even in the presence of diabatic heating. Themathematics permits us to think of an isentropicsurface in a stably strati�ed atmosphere as actinglike a semipermeable membrane, allowing mass tocross it but not the notional particles of PVS.It is this `impermeability' or `semipermeability',then, that allows the quasi-2D representation ofadvection to be retained, very surprisingly, evenwhen mass and real chemical substances are cross-ing isentropic surfaces diabatically. The PVS par-ticles are to be imagined as moving strictly on theisentropic surfaces, regardless of how those surfacesthemselves move. In this picture, values of thePV, which have the nature of chemical mixing ra-tios, can of course change; but they can changeonly through the PVS being transported, diluted,or concentrated in various ways.4 Both the `inde-structibility theorem' and the `impermeability theo-rem' are straightforward consequences of the way in4At this point I should remind the reader that there hasbeen an unfortunate and dangerous confusion of terminol-ogy in the literature. Words like `source' have been used indi�erent senses for PV and chemicals | even, sometimes, inthe same discussion with PV and chemicals considered to-gether. If the mixing ratio of an inert chemical like heliumwere to change through dilution, I don't think we would wantto speak of a `sink' of helium. Yet the parallel situation forPVS is often spoken of in terms of a `sink for PV'. Furtherdiscussions of the various incompatible meanings of wordslike `source', `sink' | and `transport' as well | are given inmy 1992 review, section 11, and under STRAY ADJECTIVEin the �le lucidity-supplem.tex on the web site already noted.(So powerful can be the straying of adjectives that, very con-fusingly, through a kind of linguistic{cognitive domino e�ect,the word `substance' has become, in the present context, al-most a synonym for `per unit volume'. More precisely, youwill �nd the term `PV substance' used to mean the PV timesthe mass density �, even though `water substance', for in-stance, is never used to mean the corresponding thing, watermixing ratio times �. The domino e�ect, well illustratingthe danger of dismissing all such problems as `mere seman-tics', is traced in the STRAY ADJECTIVE section of theabovementioned �le lucidity-supplem.tex.)7



which the PV is constructed mathematically, equa-tion (1) above and its nonhydrostatic generalizationdue to Ertel. This has the signi�cant further con-sequence that the theorems apply not only to theexact Rossby{Ertel PV that could be constructedfrom exact wind and PT �elds if one knew them(which is never the case in practice) but also, ex-actly, to any `coarse grain PV' constructed fromobservational datasets for the wind and PT �elds(Haynes and McIntyre 1990, Keyser and Rotunno1990).In the interesting example of explosive marinecyclogenesis, the highly concentrated low altitudePV anomalies that are characteristic of the phe-nomenon are `concentrated' in a literal sense, if onedescribes what goes on in terms of PVS. Accordingto that description, one can picture such PV anoma-lies as having resulted from a strongly convergentinow of PVS particles trapped on dry-isentropicsurfaces and hence, inevitably, concentrated nearthe convergence maximum. The PVS is concen-trated there in just the way a real chemical can't be(because the molecules of the real chemical aren't,of course, trapped on the dry isentropes but arecarried across them in the cyclone's upward verti-cal motion).6. Limitations on balance and PV invertibilityOver the past decade or so there has been interest-ing work on PV inversion at accuracies compara-ble to that of the gradient wind and Bolin{Charneybalance approximations, a level of accuracy that isoften, in practice, comparable to data errors anddata assimilation errors (e.g., Thorpe 1985, Ray-mond 1992, Davis 1992, Davis et al. 1993). I shallnot go into this except to express my continuing in-terest and to say that I believe that the developmentof robust and e�cient inversion algorithms havingthis kind of accuracy will sooner or later be seento be of the greatest practical importance | not,of course, as a means of timestepping the numeri-cal weather models themselves, which are most e�-ciently based on the primitive equations, but ratheras a means of generating `bogus data' in the mannerof Demirtas and Thorpe (1997), and generally for`getting a feel for the problem' in research mode.Because inversion poses a nonlinear elliptic prob-lem, massively parallel computation should help fu-ture developments here.I would like to say just a little, however, aboutsome recent and theoretically important advancesin our understanding of PV invertibility and its ulti-mate limitations | the limitations on how accurateit can be in principle, the limitations beyond whichwe cannot go no matter how clever we are compu-tationally. These limitations are, of course, boundup with the ultimate limitations on the concepts of`balance' and `slow manifold'.

Some of these limitations have become clearerfrom studies of a phenomenon characteristic ofthe deep tropics, asymmetric inertial instability(Ciesielski et al. 1989, O'Sullivan and Hitchman1992, Dunkerton 1993, Clark and Haynes 1994).If we add moist processes (Bennetts and Hoskins1979) we similarly encounter what might have tobe called `conditional asymmetric symmetric insta-bility' (just as we have to speak nowadays of the`variable solar constant'). Perhaps it should be`asymmetric slantwise conditional instability'. Inany case, its importance in intense extratropical aswell as tropical cyclogenesis seems to be in littledoubt, and its velocity �elds are, of course, anotherkind of unbalanced motion inaccessible to PV in-version as usually understood.When and where such dry or moist instabilitiesare unimportant, there remains another, entirelydi�erent, more subtle, and ever present limitationon PV invertibility, which has no necessary connec-tion with any instability and which might be sum-marized in the phrase `fuzziness of the slow quasi-manifold'. It manifests itself in various subtle ways,including(a) the characteristic `schizophrenia' or `velocitysplitting' of �ltered equation models, (usuallyin the form of two coexisting, unequal veloc-ity �elds, there often being no such thing as`the' velocity �eld of the model; this has re-cently been shown to be generic to a large andimportant class of Hamiltonian balanced mod-els, whether constructed by �ltering or othermeans (Allen and Holm 1996, McIntyre andRoulstone 1997)),(b) the mathematical phenomenon calledPoincar�e's `homoclinic tangle', and(c) the physical phenomenon described by theLighthill theory of aerodynamic sound emissiongeneralized to the rotating frame.This last physical phenomenon might be de-scribed as the weak but nonvanishing `spontaneous-adjustment emission' of inertia{gravity waves byunsteady, 2D or layerwise-2D vortical motion. Thewave emission mechanism is sometimes referred to,illogically, as `geostrophic' adjustment even though| as a consideration of circular vortices immedi-ately suggests | it need not take the system towardgeostrophic balance. (This has long been a sourceof confusion, I suspect, about the signi�cance of`ageostrophic' winds.)The phrase spontaneous adjustment is also in-tended to distinguish the phenomenon in questionfrom the quite di�erent phenomenon of Rossby orinitial condition adjustment. The latter is simplydue to the initial conditions being out of balance.The essential character of spontaneous-adjustment8



emission is its remarkable weakness. It is often farweaker, in circumstances of interest, than you woulddeduce from any simple order-of-magnitude or scal-ing analysis, from the values of Froude and Rossbynumbers and so on. It is this remarkable weak-ness that gives rise to a correspondingly remark-able accuracy in PV inversion, or, rather, possibleaccuracy, a possibility that can be realized if one isclever enough computationally.It was James Lighthill's great contribution, in thesimpler but fundamentally similar aeroacoustic orsound-emission problem (Lighthill 1952), to showwhy the emission is often far weaker than you wouldthink from a standard order-of-magnitude or scal-ing analysis. He achieved the required conceptualclari�cation despite having no clues from numericalmodeling, and despite the dauntingly nonlinear yetdelicate nature of the problem. The Lighthill the-ory tells us, in e�ect, that spontaneous-adjustmentemission is often weak because destructive interfer-ence among the emitted waves is often important.This is not something that you can notice from scal-ing analysis. Recent work by my former studentsDr Warwick Norton and Dr Rupert Ford, and byother colleagues including Drs Jim McWilliams andLorenzo Polvani, has added to our detailed knowl-edge of how all this works in a rotating system and,in particular, has given us some detailed quantita-tive checks on the Lighthill theory and its rangeof validity, which for order-of-magnitude purposesturns out to be astonishingly wide (Ford 1994, Fordet al. 1997).In a rotating system, Coriolis e�ects tend toenhance still further the possibilities for accuratebalance and PV invertibility, because they tendto weaken still further the spontaneous-adjustmentemission. One can say, following Lighthill, that inthe acoustic or pure gravity wave problem one has amismatch of spatial scales at small Mach or Froudenumber. With Coriolis e�ects, one has in addition afrequency mismatch at small Rossby number. Boththings, in combination with the destructive inter-ference, weaken the spontaneous-adjustment emis-sion. The weakening due to the frequency mismatchat small Rossby number was already observed andnoted in numerical experiments by Errico (1982).Even more remarkably, when one goes to largerFroude and Rossby numbers the spontaneous-adjustment emission tends to remain weak by anypractical criterion, and weaker than the Lighthilltheory might appear to predict without detailedconsideration of the vortical motion (Ford 1994).The reason is that the unsteadiness of the vor-tical motion, necessary to excite spontaneous ad-justment, tends to become weaker as a result ofthe same parameter changes. This in turn is be-cause inversion operators have a short range char-acter under these conditions, or `small deformation

radius', related to the slow propagation speeds ofthe inertia{gravity waves that mediate the appar-ent action-at-a-distance (McIntyre 1992, p. 345).If the spontaneous-adjustment emission werezero, then we could have a true slow manifold withinphase space, in the strict mathematical sense of theterm `manifold'. States on this (invariant) mani-fold would correspond to what Edward Lorenz oncecalled `superbalance', implying exact and uniquePV invertibility and exactly zero inertia{gravitywave activity, given suitable initialization. Theabovementioned and other evidence is overwhelm-ing, however, in favor of there being no such thing asa strict slow manifold, as originally argued via an-other approach by Warn (1997, q.v.) and by Warnand M�enard (1986). Spontaneous-adjustment emis-sion turns what might otherwise be a manifold intoa much fuzzier mathematical object in phase space.That object almost certainly has the character ofa thin chaotic or `stochastic' layer, hence the term`slow quasi-manifold'. This means that PV inver-sion itself must have a corresponding fuzziness, orinherent approximateness, representing an ultimatelimitation on its possible accuracy.Though rigorous proof seems beyond present daymathematical resources, for realistic uid modelswith their in�nite dimensional phase spaces, it isworth recalling that fuzzy mathematical objects ofthe kind in question have long been known to dy-namical systems experts studying low order Hamil-tonian systems like perturbed pendulums and otherweakly coupled oscillators. Experts on these top-ics, who have studied multitudes of cases and de-veloped some general theoretical perspectives, as-sure me that stochastic layers seem to be generic| that is to say typical of nearly all such systems| as expected intuitively from Liouville's theoremand considerations of the in�nite time available todisturb what is called a homoclinic orbit. This isthe relevance of Poincar�e's `homoclinic tangle'; forsome relevant recent work see Bokhove and Shep-herd (1996 & refs.). But the good news is that,under the usual parameter conditions, the atmo-sphere's slow quasi-manifold, though fuzzy, appearslikely to be thin enough to be, for practical pur-poses, almost a manifold, at least the parts of itcorresponding to motions whose Froude number isnot too large (vertical scale not too small). Theupshot is that PV inversion, despite being inher-ently approximate and inherently nonunique, cannevertheless, with enough computational ingenuity,be made astonishingly accurate | again providedthat the vertical scale is not too small | and cer-tainly far more accurate than any simple �lteredtheory or scaling analysis could ever suggest.Figure 2 presents an example, taken from McIn-tyre and Norton (1990), showing direct evidencefor this astonishing accuracy, far greater than any9



of the standard �ltered theories would suggestand, by implication, con�rming the weakness ofspontaneous-adjustment emission in at least somecircumstances. Like most of the fundamental the-oretical work to date, the computations have beendone, so far, only for the simplest dynamical systemfor which the balance and inversion concepts arenontrivial, namely, a shallow water system. Thisexample is from the PhD thesis work of my for-mer student Dr Warwick Norton (1988), full detailsof which we are hoping to publish soon in a longdelayed joint paper (McIntyre and Norton 1997).The computation was done with a hemisphericalpseudospectral shallow water model at fairly highresolution, triangular truncation T106. A carefullyinitialized primitive equation integration producedthe geopotential height, wind, and divergence �eldsshown in the top two panels, representing a compli-cated, unsteady vortical motion somewhat like anexaggerated 300-hPa ow in the real atmosphere,with a strongly meandering midlatitude jet. Thereis a gigantic blocking anticyclone, and three majortroughs. Froude and Rossby numbers reach val-ues of the order of 0.5 in parts of the jet; Rossbynumbers are of course in�nite at the equator. Suchvalues can hardly be thought of as small, and wemay expect that the standard �ltered theories ofbalanced motion will not be accurate. Neverthe-less, in this and a range of similar cases, it provedpossible to reconstruct the height, wind, and diver-gence �elds by PV inversion | i.e., knowing onlythe mass of the uid layer and the PV distribution,to reconstruct all the other �elds from that infor-mation alone | and to do so with astonishing accu-racy. Here of course the relevant PV is the shallowwater PV of Rossby (1936), namely absolute vor-ticity divided by layer depth. In this example, thePV distribution is shown by contours and grayscalein the middle two panels; and the reconstruction ofthe other �elds from it, the output of an accuratePV inversion algorithm, is shown in the bottom twopanels of Figure 2. In comparing the original prim-itive equation �elds in the top two panels to thereconstructions in the bottom two panels, you haveto look carefully to see the di�erences: by implica-tion, the invertibility principle is at least this good,in this particular example.To get results with this sort of accuracy, a ratherelaborate inversion algorithm had to be used; theequations are formidable looking and take abouthalf a page to write out, and are non-trivial to solvenumerically (Norton 1988). The computations arelike a high order extension of nonlinear initializa-tion in the manner of Hinkelmann (1969). In otherwords, we are dealing with a fairly complicated non-linear elliptic problem, about which little is knownin any mathematically rigorous sense; however, apowerful check on the numerical procedures, and

on the accuracy of the invertibility principle itself,came from tests of cumulative accuracy in 10 dayexperiments (not shown here) running the primi-tive equations in parallel with the balanced modelde�ned by advecting the PV and using the inver-sion algorithm. These 10 day experiments againshowed astonishing accuracy. Similar results, in-deed somewhat more accurate still, as it turned out,were obtained using the nonlinear normal mode ap-proach. All these results are in stark contrast withthose that would be obtained using standard quasi-geostrophic inversion, such inversion being hope-lessly inaccurate under the parameter conditions ofFigure 2. In the case of Figure 2, a quasigeostrophicinversion (not shown) produced wind speeds in er-ror by factors of order 2 even well away from theequator.7. Implications for weather predictionIt has been said that \there is nothing so practicalas a good theory." One could say that the theo-retical developments I have been discussing under-line the fact that the dynamics of weather devel-opments has as strongly advective a character asdoes the moist and dry thermodynamics. One hasmoist advection, warm advection, and PV advec-tion. This does not capture everything about realweather developments, but it surely captures an im-portant part of them. To say that the dynamics hasa strongly advective character is perfectly compati-ble, incidentally, with classic perceptions about therole of Rossby wave propagation, as I have alreadyremarked in connection with downstream and localdevelopment and the `Rossby-elastic tropopause'.The Rossby wave propagation mechanism is, in-deed, partly advective | one could say `sidewaysadvective' | as explained for instance in the re-views cited, including HMR section 6. Ordinarytextbook plane polarized waves on stretched stringsare `sideways advective' in a partly analogous sense:the material of the string is carried sideways, backand forth, whenever we excite any wave motion. Ofcourse, to complete the intuitive picture for Rossbywaves, and to include for instance such things asgroup velocity (HMR section 6c), one must obvi-ously, as always, consider advection and PV inver-sion together.If we now bring this view of the dynamics andthermodynamics together with an appreciation ofthe nature of human perception, especially humanvision | the `4D intelligence' I have referred to |then the practical implications for weather predic-tion become conspicuous. What follows is a slightupdate of a discussion (1988) that I published someyears ago in the Royal Meteorological Society's pop-ular magazine `Weather', in response to an arti-cle by Tennekes (1988), which also appeared inWeather and which I read with great interest.10



Professor Tennekes gave what I saw as a thought-ful, provocative and timely warning of what may beat stake; and I wanted to add something to his dis-cussion of that vexed and critical question, the fu-ture role of the human forecaster. My remarks werebased on earlier lectures I had given to the ECMWFSeminar of 1987. I suspect that the same remarks| Tennekes' remarks as well as mine | are stillworth making, and that the issues are going to stayalive for quite a few years to come.Professor Tennekes suggested that the automa-tion of analysis and forecasting has been takingus into a situation where already, for some pur-poses, \the added value of human skills has be-come marginal," and that commercial pressures,and commercial thinking, will lead to pressure to\bypass the forecasters altogether." Are we, heasks, \going to leave it to private enterprise to re-de�ne the added value of human skills?" Againstthis, Professor Tennekes pleaded that \only humanprofessionals can bear the responsibility for life andproperty in emergencies."I agree; and I believe that the case can be furtherstrengthened. The peculiar way in which the at-mosphere works argues strongly in itself, as I havebeen hinting, for an enhanced and not a diminishedrole, sooner or later, for human professional skills.Consider the most basic aspect of the forecaster'sresponsibility, the quality control, and the qual-ity assessment, of the analysis{forecast process onwhich everything else depends. In view of the mas-sive data throughput and the requirement to \workat lightning speed," as Tennekes put it, the tasks in-volved are daunting. Clearly they do indeed call foras much automation as possible, wherever appropri-ate. However, there are some things that humanscan do faster, and better, than any existing or fore-seeable machine. It may be useful to step sidewaysand look at these �rst in another context.A motorist driving in city tra�c is continuallykeeping track of, and extrapolating the positions of,a variety of independently moving objects most ofwhich are rapidly changing their apparent size andshape, some in very complicated ways. Some of theobjects intermittently obscure others from the �eldof view, and dirt on the windscreen may impose fur-ther complications. A skilled driver seeing a pedes-trian about to emerge from behind a parked vehiclesome way down the street may `instinctively' beginto slacken speed within a few tenths of a second.It is possible that only the pedestrian's feet werevisible at �rst, their characteristic motion showingbeneath the parked vehicle. \So what?" you maysay. \These are familiar facts, but what is the rele-vance to weather prediction?" Be patient a momentlonger.In performing these data processing tasks that weblithely call `instinctive' or `intuitive', the human

brain and its visual peripherals are performing al-most unimaginably prodigious computational feats,involving massive data throughput and much more,all taking place at more than \lightning speed" bythe standards of any electronic computer. Further-more, the data in my example, carried by the lightentering the driver's eyes, on which safe driving de-pends, are gappy, noisy data. These are among thereasons why, for instance, computers don't yet drivetaxis. The fact that we are not conscious of allthis computational activity does not mean that itis not taking place. It may even be quite literallyunimaginable, in any complete and detailed sense.As Marvin Minsky has emphasized, an ability tograsp intuitively how one's own brain works is bio-logically speaking an unlikely sort of mental ability.We quite naturally tend to underestimate what isinvolved. In watching young video games addictsat play, we tend to be impressed by the fast movingaction on the colour displays, though what is trulyremarkable is the human, not the electronic, side ofthe person{machine interface.The actual computing power that the humanbrain deploys on visual data processing and inter-pretation is hardly a well known quantity. But Iwell recall hearing in 1979 a fascinating radio in-terview in which John Maddox talked to the lateDavid Marr, then an outstanding young thinkeramong the new generation of researchers on visionand arti�cial intelligence. Marr made the point thateven the earliest (and evolutionarily most ancient)computational processes in the human visual sys-tem | the sort of thing we have in common withfrogs and other creatures we call primitive | al-ready appear to need several orders of magnitudemore computing power than a \fast general purposecomputer". When one considers the vastly morecomplicated functioning of the entire visual cortex,there seems little doubt that the total equivalentcomputing power must be staggering. The advan-tage of three dimensional miniaturization down tocellular and molecular scales overwhelms the dis-advantage of what might loosely be called a slower`cycle time'. There is also the robust and highly de-veloped `programming' | here the distinction be-tween `software' and `hardware' would be pushingthe analogy too far | the cumulative result of hun-dreds of millions of years of natural selection.It is dangerous to guess what human technologymight look like even a decade or two from now, butmy own guess is that the human eye{brain systemwill continue to make even our biggest supercom-puters, our most sophisticated arti�cial-intelligencesoftware, and our most massive experiments on arti-�cial neural networks look feeble for some decadesto come, when it comes to processing, interpret-ing, and interacting at high speed with appropri-ate kinds of visual data, and doing so with what11



we call `understanding', or cognitive grasp. On theother hand, independent commercial pressures todevelop electronic computers to do what they aregood at, including animated graphics all the waythrough to what is charmingly called `virtual real-ity' (as with `asymmetric symmetric instability' andthe `variable solar constant') will produce mindbog-gling possibilities for the person{machine interface.You will have no di�culty in seeing the point Iam coming to. Provided that the interface withthe forecaster is appropriately designed, the prodi-gious computing power | and cognitive{perceptualpower | of the human brain and its peripher-als could be harnessed far more e�ciently to somevery considerable electronic or photonic comput-ing power and through this to the quality controland quality assessment of weather forecasts underoperational pressures | just as it is already har-nessed to other high speed, `four dimensional' prob-lems under operational pressures such as playingworld-class football, ying military aircraft, or forthat matter driving in heavy tra�c. It is in suchsituations, involving the visual detection of coher-ent motion, that the eye{brain's `4D intelligence' ismost conspicuously powerful. One of the computa-tional tasks to which our visual systems are mostexquisitely adapted is that of following moving, co-herent features, even when the features continuallychange their shape and intensity, and even in thepresence of noise, and of data gaps | as my traf-�c example was meant to suggest. This promptsthe question, why should we not use, among otherthings, this `4D intelligence' in weather prediction?In order to exploit the implied potential to thefull, it will be crucial to present information to theduty forecaster's eye{brain system in an appropri-ate form. To use `4D intelligence' to the full weneed to use animation, and we need to �nd, if pos-sible, ways of presenting the evolution of the at-mosphere in terms of moving, visibly coherent fea-tures. It is an extraordinary piece of good fortune,therefore, that so much of the dynamical and ther-modynamical behavior of the atmosphere can bedescribed in terms of quantities that often behaveadvectively. And when they do not behave advec-tively, as with the low altitude PV changes involvedin explosive marine cyclogenesis or tropical cycloge-nesis, then this fact calls for the forecaster's atten-tion, the more so since it means that the numeri-cal prediction model is invoking so called `physics'parametrizations that may be less soundly basedthan the model's dynamics. We therefore needanimated displays that make it instantly obviouswhether the behavior is advective or not. Such dis-plays are possible: if a moving vehicle hits a brickwall, or suddenly doubles in size, or suddenly ap-pears from thin air, so to speak, it is a very visiblething.

One of the promising graphical choices for thenear future seems to be the tropopause `isostrophicPT maps' used at Reading, of which Thorncroftet al. (1993) give examples both from the real at-mosphere and from life cycle experiments. Theseare maps of PT on the 2 PVU surface, approxi-mately marking the extratropical tropopause andreecting its character as an `erodable, highly de-formable, dynamically active `Rossby-elastic wall'.The tropopause could be marked even more accu-rately if we were to rede�ne the PV using somesuitable function of PT in place of the PT itself,� in the Rossby{Ertel formula (1); it is merely alucky accident that the conventional de�nition ofthe PV, using � rather than an alternative thermo-dynamic function such as speci�c entropy, or someother function of �, happens to be a good approx-imate extratropical tropopause marker. A singletropopause map has the advantage, with presentday graphical methods, of summarizing most of theupper air information that would otherwise requirea whole stack of isentropic maps of PV.It is possible of course that, some years from now,the `virtual reality' techniques will get so cleverthat it becomes perfectly easy to look at a wholestack of maps anyway, or to y oneself very quickly,supermanlike, around some kind of 3D representa-tion of signi�cant features such as the tropopauseand other regions of steep isentropic gradients ofPV. Whatever visualization methods turn out to bebest, it seems to me that experience with the typi-cal patterns of behavior of such features, once theyare made highly visible, cannot fail to lead to sharp-ened insights into the problems of data analysis andquality control; and as the automated system itselfbecomes more consistently `four dimensional' andthence `advectively intelligent' there will be an in-creasing potential, as hinted at by Figure 1a, for im-provement in the accuracy and clarity of any graph-ical representation of the PV{PT �elds, greatly en-hancing their visual intelligibility as well as the ac-curacy of the numerical forecasts that use them.8. A vision, or dream, of the futureI should like to conclude, then, by sharing, in alighthearted vein, the vision | or perhaps I shouldnot risk sounding too pretentious, and just saydream, or just plain fantasy| about future weatherprediction operations. I hope it will be taken inthe spirit of the real visionaries, the great pioneersVilhelm Bjerknes and Lewis Fry Richardson. Theoriginal dream was something that Dr Glenn Shuttsand I indulged in during a brief conversation atthe UK Meteorological O�ce, probably sometimein 1986 or 1987. Today's politico-economic condi-tions make the whole thing even more dreamlike, insome ways, than it did in the 1980s; and, as I saidearlier, I am going to push the time of the dream12



a further decade into the future. But, wearing myoptimist's hat, I shall also dare to make it part of alarger dream in which, through practical necessity,the chaotic pendulum of politics and economics hasswung toward a new attractor basin representing adegree of sanity for the longer term, including saneruses of our new `psychological nuclear energy', thepower of market forces (von Weizs�acker et al. 1997).Though there is hardly room for complacency I ac-tually think that, despite everything, there is a ten-able optimist's theory of the future, meaning thefuture of many things besides weather prediction.The year is 2020. The international demandfor good one week deterministic{stochastic weatherforecasts has led to the establishment of a greatlyenhanced global observing network, and to an un-precedented concentration of electrophotonic andbiomolecular computing power and human skills atthe great new International Centers for weather andclimate prediction. The observing network includesnot only sophisticated remote sensors but also alarge eet of ultra-light, ultra-cheap, remotely con-trolled miniature aircraft or `aerosondes' that canbe exibly deployed in forecast-sensitive regions asnecessary, including for instance the centers of trop-ical cyclones.5An added incentive has been the recent accelera-tion in the excess greenhouse warming, exacerbatedby a slight increase in solar irradiance. These trendswere accompanied by an increase in the frequencyand severity of moisture related weather phenom-ena, not just tropical cyclones of increasing powerbut also destructive storms in higher latitudes, dueto maritime explosive cyclogenesis | the latter oneof the fastest evolving forms of hazardous weatherand one of the trickiest challenges to the weatherforecaster. The trends, moreover, had all been pre-dicted fairly convincingly, and a few years in ad-vance of their occurrence, by climate models, so-lar physics models, and mesoscale models. All ofthese models had reached a state of re�nement un-dreamt of, by scientists at least, before the Millen-nium, and the climate models had had notable suc-cesses in reproducing Pleistocene as well as presentclimate regimes. Development of the solar mod-els had been greatly stimulated by the improvedhelioseismic data that began to be available in the1990s. In terms of their perceived impact on humansocieties, weather and climate prediction had be-come increasingly important everywhere, includingthe low lying coastal areas where the rise in sea levelhad become unequivocal and where further popula-5There are already precursors to such a development: see,e.g., Lighthill (1993) on the Aerosonde Project for the im-provement of tropical cyclone forecasts: current designs callfor a 12 kg, 3 meter wingspan aircraft capable of in situ andsurface pressure measurements using radar altimetry. Seealso, e.g., Palmer et al. (1997) on singular vectors as a guideto deployment of observations.

tion growth, only just coming under control, hadbeen accommodated by new amphibian dwelling-house technologies.Weather prediction had been made far more so-cially e�ective. This was not only through new com-munication skills and technologies but also throughone of the spino�s from those skills and technologies| the new cooperation and mutual understandingbetween scientists, social scientists, and the intelli-gent lay public that was built up in the aftermathof the damaging `Science Wars' of the 1990s and theaccompanying `Little Dark Age' of commerciallyampli�ed superstitious belief. The e�ort to wardo� a greater Dark Age had begun with attentionto what was called the problem of the public un-derstanding of science, followed by recognition thatpublic respect for the scienti�c ideal, for rationalthinking and respect for evidence | and a widerappreciation that such questions are distinct fromquestions about personal faith and spiritual health| was even more important than understandingparticular bits of science. This in turn had led scien-tists to develop an improved, publicly declared codeof professional conduct that helped to reduce sci-enti�c arrogance and theologizing. Although thesevarious e�orts had seemed quite futile at �rst, theybegan to have a big e�ect when, to everyone's aston-ishment, the international mass newsmedia swungbehind them.This happened when, after fully establishing theirsupranational power base, the international news-media and internet moguls had begun to realizethat their practice of promoting scienti�cally irre-sponsible mass journalism, though pro�table in theshort term, was a bit like playing with matches ina planetary-scale explosives factory. They saw thatthey were playing games, on a global scale, withexceedingly powerful human instincts | which in-stincts and their bioclimatological origins were bythen better understood scienti�cally | and theysaw that such games could lead in the end to catas-trophic social destabilization and widespread total-itarian repression. This in turn, they saw, wouldcause the destruction of the newsmedia's own powerbase, dependent as it was, and is, on the continuedexistence of the free market democracies and in-ternet. The growth of technologically sophisticatedkamikaze terrorism and apocalyptic balkanizationor sectarianization, not only in the poorer countriesbut also, during the 1990s, in the a�uent USA, wasone of the signs to which the international news-media eventually paid heed, it being recognizedthat, with biotechnological advances, the terrorismmight even become quite literally a global scale phe-nomenon.Scientists, for their part, having seen more clearlythe damage that had been done to science throughits deliberate or inadvertent promotion as the An-13



swer to Everything and the Way to the Mind ofGod, had developed as part of their professionalcode a publicly declared `humility principle', in turnleading to a better public understanding of the na-ture of scienti�c uncertainty. The upshot had beena renewed respect for science and a more widespreadacceptance that good science, rather than astrologyor witchcraft, would be our best eyes and ears on anuncertain future, and an indispensable aid to man-aging medical, environmental, and societal risk.The same professional principle of humility andrecognition of uncertainty | indeed the develop-ment of an improved, simple language of uncer-tainty | had helped to increase respect for weatherforecasting in particular. Public weather bulletins,early in the Millennium, were already routinely in-corporating well explained, semiquantitative esti-mates of forecast uncertainty. It was widely be-lieved that these largely successful, and widely pub-licized, estimates of forecast uncertainty had beenthe single most important inuence toward build-ing public con�dence in the scienti�c respectabilityof weather prediction | helped of course by im-provements in actual forecasting skill, and by theincreasingly informative animated-graphical tech-niques used in public presentations, in broadcasts,and on the Internet. (Some early versions of thosetechniques had actually been seen, from time totime, in the British Broadcasting Corporation'stelevision weather bulletins as long ago as the 1980s,some of which dared to be as informative as possi-ble, going against the then prevailing `look of thething' or `fool the public' culture. Even such sim-ple but e�ective devices as cutting straight froman animated rainfall radar map into an animation,at the same speed, of the predicted forecast rain-fall pattern | much fuzzier of course | instantlyconveyed to an interested lay person a useful intu-itive idea of predictable and unpredictable spatialscales, and some inkling of the overall complexityof the problem.)Today, in the year 2020, the global observing net-work has long been largely automated | includingeven aerosonde ight plans, whose bureaucracy hadbeen computerized | and the network performs farmore consistently than in the 1980s. But data as-similation and forecasting procedures have deliber-ately not been quite fully automated. Arti�cial in-telligence systems, though very powerful, are stillfar from being directly competitive with the hu-man brain in certain respects | particularly thevisual{cognitive system of a gifted individual whohas had the full childhood educational and virtual-reality games experience, and who has been giventhe incentive of a highly respected professional sta-tus after surviving rigorous training and selectionprocedures. This continuing supremacy of certainaspects of human intelligence is now better under-

stood, even though it had surprised some arti�cial-intelligence researchers who had based their predic-tions of absolute machine supremacy on textbookmodels of neurons and synapses that were, in fact,outdated even before the Millennium.The data and forecasting quality control systemsat the new International Centers are among themany twenty-�rst-century information systems inwhich the e�ciency of person{machine interactionhas been fully developed and exploited, with a �-nesse undreamt of before the Millennium. The basicmode of operation is, of course, simple in principle:the visual inspection and manipulation of animatedthermodynamical and dynamical �elds | not onlyto inform the forecasters about the evolution of thesystem's model atmosphere and its response to dataassimilation, but also to facilitate extremely rapidinteractive repairs to the model �elds. Techniquessuch as variable speed animation within virtual real-ity environments have long been taken for granted:the duty forecaster is, in a sense, thoroughly im-mersed in the four dimensional weather. Also takenfor granted is the succinctness and high visibilitywith which advected quantities, especially PV, PT,water vapor and other chemical mixing ratios, con-vey large amounts of dynamical and thermodynam-ical information in an intuitively assimilable form,while fully recognizing, of course, the importance oflarge scale wave propagation e�ects.On some occasions, a forecaster carries outthe repairs directly on the PV{PT and moisture�elds, for instance moulding, by direct hyper-electroencephalography, the shapes of missing sharpedges or shear lines whose likely presence in an up-per air PV{PT distribution might be a good guessfrom experience. The system maintains the appro-priate integral constraints on the potential vorticity�eld (respecting the indestructibility of `PV sub-stance'), and a system of audio signals instantly in-forms the forecaster whether, and in what way, heor she is reducing or increasing the stress betweenthe 4D analysis and the observational constraints.The latter include satellite brightness temperaturesin various spectral regions, giving information notonly on temperatures but also on advected quan-tities such as water vapor, ozone and many othertrace chemicals. There is also a warning signal whenthe limitations of the balance and potential vorticityinvertibility concepts are approached, and an abil-ity to diagnose any spontaneous-adjustment emis-sion of inertia{gravity waves that results, as well asemission from other sources such as cumulonimbusactivity, and assess the consequences for mesoscaledevelopments and for aviation fuel savings in thelower stratosphere.Even in the year 2020, there are still fairly se-vere limitations on the size of the ensemble of initialconditions that can be used to help assess forecast14



uncertainty. So although a basic ensemble of a fewthousand forecasts is always run automatically, forwhich the initial conditions are varied objectivelyusing forms of singular vector analysis, there is alsoprovision for a practically unlimited number of spe-cial forecast runs, based on the forecasters' subjec-tive assessment of the most sensitive locations forvarying the initial conditions, helped by the loca-tions of features in displays of advected quantitiesand an array of other diagnostics. This subjectiveor semisubjective assessment of sensitive locationsis regarded as one of the most important parts ofthe duty forecaster's responsibility, if only becauseit is the smallest scales that are most conspicuousto human perception but least well handled by theautomatic analysis{forecast process. Human aware-ness of sensitive locations is considered to be anessential part of the background to the judgmentsthat have to be made when, as happens increas-ingly often these days, there is a risk of hazardousweather.As a typical manifestation of the newly enlight-ened uses of market forces, forecasters are providedwith strong incentives to develop their subjectiveskills | even though there will always be some el-ement of luck to add to the excitement. For in-stance, one member of the ensemble of forecasts al-ways takes the fully automated objective analysis asinitial condition. After veri�cation the system logsthe improvement in skill, if any, in the �nal forecast,resulting from the forecaster's repair work, if any,and subjective assessment of ensemble properties.This is added to the forecaster's personal score andthence bonus payment. A particularly high scoreis earned by �nding initial conditions for a specialforecast run that proves to have a higher rate of di-vergence from the main run than a typical memberof the automatic ensemble, for a given root meansquare initial di�erence. It is becoming somethingof a legend that a select few in the forecasting pro-fession have begun to develop an almost uncannylevel of skill, like the legendary `top guns' or ace�ghter pilots; and such individuals are coming to beknown as ace forecasters. A few of these individualshave, in newsmedia interviews, described their sub-jective experience as something like merging with,or becoming part of, the weather, or not just beingin the eye of the storm but becoming the eye of thestorm, as one of them put it. And the urge to aspireto such skill and to join the ranks of internationallyfamous ace forecasters is intense, even though onlya select few have so far earned that status. It is justone small but signi�cant part of the drama that hascontributed to the new prestige, glamour, and in-deed human interest of the atmospheric sciences.Acknowledgements Many colleagues have kindlyshared their knowledge, ideas, historical recollec-
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primitive equation solution, i.e., absolute vorticitydivided by local layer depth; the contour intervalis 1�10�8m�1s�1 and the hatching in the contourplot highlights values lying between 4 and 6 of theseunits. The grayscale representation of the same in-formation is monotonic from light to dark, from zeroto a maximum value of 1�10�7m�1s�1. (e,f) Asin (a,b) but reconstructed from the PV alone us-ing an accurate nonlinear PV inversion algorithm.From McIntyre and Norton (1990).
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